This paper develops an improved hybrid calibration scheme for the strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) that combines the advantages of an optimal rotational norm calibration method and an improved system-level calibration method. To accurately determine the scale factors and misalignment error of gyros triad, the optimal rotation norm calibration method is applied. Similarly, the improved system-level calibration method based on the 24-dimensional error state Kalman filter (ESKF) plays an important role in accelerometer calibration and gyro biases calibration. The clockwise and counterclockwise multi-cycles rotation scheme is designed to eliminate the effects of the Earth's rate and gyros biases, and then provide accurate rotational norm to completely determine the gyros triad scale factors and misalignment. In addition, the improved ESKF system-level calibration method is employed to estimate accelerometer parameters and gyros biases. Simulation test verify the validity of the proposed method, and the calibration experiences and the verification tests of the two high-precision optical gyros inertial measurement units (IMU) are carried out. For comparison, the traditional 30-dimensional system-level calibration is also performed. The attitude error of high maneuvering swing test indicate that the gyros calibration accuracy of hybrid calibration scheme is better than that of traditional system-level calibration scheme. Furthermore, the positioning error of pure inertial navigation solution in static and dynamic condition for two calibration methods indicate that the hybrid calibration scheme significantly improves the positioning accuracy, especially in the dynamic experiment, that is, the proposed scheme provides a more accurate calibration of the IMU.
I. INTRODUCTION
Calibration is a very important procedure to determine the inertial sensors' measurement model parameters of strap-down inertial navigation systems (SINS) [1] . The inertial measurement units (IMU) consist of three-axis almost installed orthogonally gyros triad and accelerometers triad, which sensitively measures rotation and linear acceleration. Generally, the scale factors, misalignment error and biases of the IMU is computed based on turntable test [4] . The navigation accuracy of SINS is effectively improved after calibrating and compensating the IMU error model. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Pietro Savazzi .
As for the calibration technology of SINS, previous researchers have done a lot of work. Their contribution in summary mainly classifies into the separate calibration method, the fitting calibration method, the Kalman filter calibration method and the norm calibration method [2] - [8] etc.. Separate calibration method, which utilizing the multipositions (6 positions, 12 positions, 24 positions the others) with local gravity acceleration observation for accelerometers triad calibration by turntable [4] , [7] . Meanwhile, the gyros triad calibration completes by rotating turntable with known angular velocity observation. Separate calibration method is the direct measurement method, which is required turntable provided precise input as the reference. Therefore, the accuracy of the calibration method depends largely on the accuracy of the turntable. In addition, it is VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ difficult and time-consuming to align the frame of SINS with the frame of the turntable. When the accuracy of the inertial navigation system (INS) is sufficiently high, the accuracy of the turntable is insufficient to precisely calibrate the SINS, thus this calibration method greatly loses the accuracy of the INS. This calibration method for high-precision INS has greatly considerable limitations. Kalman filter calibration method [9] , which estimates the calibration parameters of IMU based on the error propagation equation of INS with the zero velocity observation. The error state vectors of both navigation error including attitude, velocity and position error and IMU scale factors error, misalignment error and biases error are selected [19] , [20] . The turntable needs to rotate and stop continuously according to the designed rotation path for all state vectors to be observed. This calibration method can be realized by low precision turntable. However, due to the small angular velocity of rotation, the scale of the gyros can not be accurately calibrated. Typically, the rotational angular velocity of the turntable is small, for example, 5 • /s or 10 • /s, and the rotation duration is short. As a result, the gyros scale factors are difficult to fully stimulate.
The norm calibration technique has been widely used in the calibration of low-precision IMU [10] , [11] , [15] . The norm calibration method is based on the measurement output, and its norm value remains constant in the inertia space based on a certain value. For example, the magnitude of local gravity acceleration is used as the observation norm for accelerometers triad calibration [17] , [18] . However, the Earth's rate is too small to calibrate the gyros triad.
Traditional calibration methods include separate calibration method, system-level calibration method, norm calibration method and other calibration methods, which have the problems of high dependence on turntable and inadequate calibration accuracy, and reduce the accuracy of inertial navigation system, especially gyro calibration accuracy. Thus, the performance of the gyroscope can not be well developed. This paper proposes an improved hybrid calibration scheme, combining both the advantage of the Kalman filer calibration method and the norm calibration method. The hybrid calibration scheme consists of two main steps, adopting the optimal rotation norm calibration for obtaining gyro scale factors and misalignment firstly, and then using Kalman filter system-level calibration for estimating accelerometers parameters and gyros biases. The method of optimal rotation norm calibration is adopted to calibrate gyros triad, which can effectively improve the calibration accuracy of the gyros triad. Based on the analysis, the performance of different calibration methods vs proposed method are listed in Table 1 . Advantages of hybrid calibration:
1) The more accurate scale factors of gyros can be obtained by the hybrid calibration scheme. 2) The hybrid calibration scheme reduces the dependence of the accuracy of the turntable, which is very useful for field calibration.
3) The hybrid calibration scheme effectively improves the navigation accuracy.
This brief is organized as follows. Section II describes the sensor error models of gyros triad and accelerometers triad. Section III derives optimal rotation norm calibration to compute the scale factors and misalignment error, as well as the initial calibration parameter of accelerometers. The improved system-level calibration based on 24 dimensional ESKF are established for estimating accelerometers parameters in Section IV and the detail procedure for improved hybrid calibration is given in Section V. Section VI reports the simulation test and the field calibration test results and analysis. The conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SENSORS ERROR MODELS A. DEFINITION OF THE REFERENCE FRAMES
The different reference coordinate frames involved in this paper are defined as follows:
g frame: non-orthogonal gyros frame. g frame: orthogonal gyros frame. a frame: non-orthogonal accelerometers frame. a frame: orthogonal accelerometers frame. i frame: Earth-Centered Initially Fixed (ECIF) orthogonal frame.
e frame: Earth-Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) orthogonal frame.
b frame: body frame coincided with g frame, aligned with the Right-Forth-Up (RFU) axes.
n frame: navigation frame aligned with the East-North-Up (ENU) geographic frame.
t frame: turntable orthogonal frame.
B. GYROS ERROR MODEL
The errors of IMU mainly include deterministic errors and random errors, and deterministic errors generally considered to be constant (within a certain period) for calibration. Therefore, before calibrating the inertial measurement unit, the error models of the gyros and accelerometers should be established first to determine the calibration parameters. Typically, calibration parameters include scale factors, misalignment error and biases. The mathematical error model of gyros triad can be given by
where y g denotes the measured angular rates vector by gyros triad, S g = diag(S gx , S gy , S gz ) is defined as the sacle factors matrix, S gx , S gy and S gz denote the scale factors of the x, y and z sensitivity axe, b g are biases prior the calibration, u g is the vector of referential angular rates, M g transforms a vector from the non-orthogonal coordinate system to the orthogonal one. As shown in Fig. 1 , that is, x b coincides with the x g gyros sensitivity axis, y b lies in the x g y g plane and z b constitutes a right-handed orthogonal frame with x b y b . As the misalignment errors are small angles, the misalignment error matrix of gyros can be written as:
For accelerometers triad, the mathematical error model can be defined as,
where y a is the vector of measured specific force, S a = diag(S ax , S ay , S az ) represents the scale factors matrix, b a corresponds to the vector of biases of accelerometers triad, u g is an input specific force in the b-frame, M a transforms a vector from the a -frame to the b-frame and the misalignment error matrix of accelerometers triad is defined as: 
III. THE OPTIMAL ROTATION NORM CALIBRATION METHOD FOR GYROS TRIAD
An optimal rotation norm calibration method for partial parameters, mainly scale factors and misalignment error of gyros, is proposed. The method is adopting the rotation angle norm of the turntable as the reference input, and using the optimal nonlinear parameter estimation method to compute the optimal calibration parameters. The norm of the gyros triad according to (1) is as follows
where |·| is the norm of a vector; ω is the angular velocity inputting, when IMU is static |ω| = and is the magnitude of the earth rate. S Mg = S g M g −1 and (·) −1 denotes the inverse of a matrix; b g = S g M g −1 b g ; When turning the turntable at the rate of ω n r , the true angular velocity of the gyros triad input is
Considering that the measurement of the gyros includes the Earth's angular rate and the biases of the gyros, in order to eliminate this interference, a clockwise and counterclockwise rotation scheme is designed in Fig.2 . The position and rotation setting of the gyros triad is shown in Fig.2 , wherein the Xt, Yt and Zt represent the inner, middle and outer frame axis of the turntable, the Xb, Yb and Zb are the gyro sensitive axis, respectively. During the rotation process, only the outer frame axis of the turntable participates in the rotation, and the turntable control mode is the relative motion mode, the angles of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation are set as 1800 • , respectively. The No. 1 to No. 3 of Fig. 2 , the sensitive axes of the x, y and z gyro are respectively parallel to the outer frame axis of the turntable, and rotate in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions around the sensitive axis of each gyro; In No. 4 to No.6 of Fig. 2 , the angle between the outer frame axis Zt of the turntable and the each gyro sensitive axis is about 45 • , respectively; Excepting the required axial orientation, the other axial orientations can be arbitrary. The specific rotation order is shown in Fig. 2 .
Integrating the angular increment outputs of the gyros after clockwise and counterclockwise rotating the turntable in the same times. Due to the delay characteristics of the turntable in Fig.3 , it takes a short time for the turntable to stabilize, so it is necessary to wait for a period of time before and after the rotation. Therefore, the gyros calibration process consists of three phases: a static phase before rotation from 0 to t 1 , a rotary phase from t 1 to t r , and a static phase after rotation from t r to t 2 . When the turntable rotates clockwise, the integral of gyros triad is written as:
where t cw is the interval of the clockwise calibration process, bring (5) into (7), the following formula can be obtained.
where θ t = t r t 1 ω n r dτ is equal to the angle of turntable rotation, for example, when the turntable rotates n cycles of x axis, the θ t = [2nπ 0 0] T ; The θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 2 are the integral of biases and the Earth's angular rate of different interval. Discretized the above equation.
For counterclockwise rotation process with same cycle rotation
Simultaneous (9) minus both sides of (10) .
where N + = t cw 0 y g + and N − = t cw 0 y g − . Simultaneous computing the norm of both sides of (11) .
Then, the problem for scale factors and misalignment error of gyros triad calibrating is transformed into the problem for the nonlinear equation solution.
It can be achieved by minimizing a cost function as follows.
where ς = [S gx , S gy , S gz , α yz , α zy , α zx ] T is the vector of gyros scale factors and misalignment error. By rotating IMU with times cycle will rapidly decrease the influence of turntable error. For example, the turntable's repeatability is about 5 , one cycle rotation is 360 • , and the error ratio is 3.86e-6. Various algorithms can be used to estimate six parameters of the scale factors and misalignment error. In order to obtain the optimal result, the function fminunc of MATLAB Optimization Toolbox is adopted to complete the nonlinear optimization problem.
After the gyros scale factors and misalignment error are calibrated, the terminal parameters of the gyros triad are determined. The similar algorithm with the norm of local gravity is used to obtain the coarse scale factors by the static raw data sets of accelerometers triad between two rotary phases, and the coarse scale factors will be used as the initial value for system-level calibration process. The other initial calibration parameters including accelerometers biases, accelerometers misalignment error and gyros biases are set as zeros.
IV. THE IMPROVED SYSTEM-LEVEL CALIBRATION METHOD FOR ACCELEROMETERS TRIAD
The traditional Kalman filter system level calibration method is to estimate the calibration parameters of all gyros and accelerometers by using navigation error with zero velocity update (ZUPT) observation, which is widely used in IMU calibration. However, it is only estimate the error of accelerometers parameter and biases of gyros for the improved system-level calibration method of hybrid calibration. The 24 system state variables, including the attitude error, velocity error, position error, biases of gyros, biases of accelerometers, scale factors error of accelerometers, and misalignment error are chosen. The 24 dimensional error state Kalman filter is derived to estimate these state variables. The state equation of KF is deduced as follows.
The error model of the SINS in n-frame can be written aṡ
where ψ = φ E φ N φ U T are the misalignment angles between n frame and n frame; δv n = δv E δv N δv U T are the velocity errors in n frame; δr = δL δλ δh T are the latitude error, the longitude error, and the height error, respectively; C n b is a direction cosine matrix (DCM) of the b-frame with respect to the n-frame; According to (1) and (3), ω b ib = u g and f b = u a , respectively. The δS a , b a , and b g are the calibration parameter errors for IMU, and these errors are assumed to be a constant.
δṠ a = 0,ḃ a = 0,ḃ g = 0
According to (15)- (18) , the error state model of a Kalman filtering is designed. The state equation of standard Kalman filter state equation and its discrete form are given as followṡ
where X is error state vector, different from the traditional system-level calibration method, the proposed state vector excepts gyros scale factors and misalignment error state variables, the state vector of the proposed method is chosen as follows:
where X sins is the dynamic error state of SINS defined as X sins = δφ E δφ N δφ U δv E δv N δL δλ δh] T , and X g = [b g x b g y b g z ] T ; The X a is accelerometers error state vectors including scale factors error, misalignment error and biases residual which are defined as X a = [δS ax δS ay δS az η xy η xz η yx η yz η zx η zy b ax b ay b az ] T ;
where F(t) is the system matrix at time t expressed
where ω n in = ω n ie + ω n en , and
is the state transition matrix, δt = t k −tk − 1 is Kalman update period; k−1 is the system noise drive matrix; W k−1 is the system excitation noise satisfied:
Because the IMU installed on turntable that the reference velocity of SINS is zeros that is known as ZUPT. Considering the influence of accelerometer size effect error, we set the IMU rotation threshold of 25 • /h, and only update the state of the system without updating the measurement when IMU rotates. The position of the turntable is also known as the reference position for observation. The observation equation and its discrete form are as follows
Z(t) = H(t)X(t) + v(t)
(22)
where H is a measurment matrix, and H is expressed as follow
Kalman filtering process is organized as follows: 1) One step prediction of statê
2) State estimation
3) Gain matrix
4) One step prediction of mean square error
5) Mean square error estimation
According to (24)-(28), the accelerometers scale factors error, accelerometers error, and the biases of both gyros and accelerometers can be estimated. Then the terminal calibration parameters are adjusted by the estimated error.
V. THE PROCEDURE OF THE HYBRID CALIBRATION OF SINS
The process of the hybrid calibration scheme mainly consists of two main steps, the step one is the optimal rotation norm calibration phase and the step two is an improved system-level calibration phase. The detail flow chart of the hybrid calibration process is shown in Fig4. The hybrid calibration process can be summarized as follows.
1) Switching on the power of the SINS to warm up for a period time to stabilize the system temperature condition. 2) Control the turntable to each position of Fig. 2 , turn the outer frame of the turntable 5 times clockwise and counterclockwise, that is, the turntable rotates 1800 • , the rotational angular velocity is 10 • /s, and stops 30 seconds before and after the rotation because of the delay performance of turntable (see Fig.3 ). Collecting the output raw data of the IMU. 3) After the 6 positions are rotated, we obtain 6 sets of clockwise and counterclockwise gyros raw data. The gyros raw data clockwise and counterclockwise at each position are integrated with the same time, and the rotational norms of 6 positions are computed by the clockwise integral value minus the counterclockwise integral value of the same position. In this paper, the rotational norm is 3600 • , that is, 4 * 5 * π. 4) Calculating the gyros triad scale factors and misalignment error using the optimal calibration algorithm based on the minimization function. The static raw data of accelerometers triad are selected to compute the coarse scale factors in a -frame with norm 1g in the optimal rotation norm calibration phase. Moreover, the static multi-position can be adopted for biases of gyros triad estimation.
So far, the optimal rotation norm calibration phase is completed, and the ultimate gyros scale factors and misalignment matrix are determined, and the coarse scale factors of accelerometers are computed as well.
The system-level calibration process is mainly estimated the calibration error of accelerometers. A rotation sequence of 18 positions in [8] is used to estimate all of 24 error state vectors based on linear KF with zero velocity and fixed position observations. The final accelerometers calibration parameters are obtained by adopting the estimated error to correct the initial value.
VI. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT A. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To validate the performance of the hybrid calibration method, the optimal rotation norm calibration and improved system-level calibration two steps simulations are conducted. The hybrid calibration method is comprehensively and accurately calibrated the systematic error parameters. Besides, a traditional system-level calibration method of 30 dimensional KF is also employed to provide a comparison. Firstly, the optimal rotation norm calibration is verified by simulation. The CW and CCW rotation paths at 6 positions in Fig. 2 are adopted. Before each rotation, the turntable is stationary for 30s and then rotates CW or CCW about 180s around the Zt axis at an angular speed of 10 • /s. After the rotation is completed, the turntable is statically maintained for 30s too. Because of the high precision strapdown inertial navigation system studied in this paper, the biases of gyros and Table 2 . In addition, the improved system-level calibration simulation is designed and the system-level calibration path is designed according to [8] . The 100 Mento-caro simulations of the two schemes are conducted, the results are shown in Figs. 7 -11 and Table 2 . Finally, the relationship between the proposed method and the accuracy of the turntable is performed to verify the influence of the turntables error on the accuracy of the gyro scale factor errors. The results are shown in Figs. 12-13 .
In Fig.5 and Fig.6 , it can be seen that the gyro scale factors and misalignment errors converge well after 45 iterations using MATLAB fminunc function. The final convergence results and 100 Monte Carlo results are shown in Table 2 . Then the final gyro scale factors and misalignment errors can be applied to the sensor error model for improved system-level calibration scheme. Fig. 7 presents the gyro biases estimation curves for both traditional and hybrid schemes. Moreover, the convergence of accelerometer biases, accelerometer scale factor errors and accelerometer misalignment errors of traditional and hybrid schemes are shown in Fig. 8-10 . From these figures, it can be seen that the convergence results of hybrid calibration are close to the traditional calibration methods, and the convergence of hybrid calibration is more stable. Due to the fact that the gyro error model of traditional system level calibration scheme is inaccurate (gyro calibration parameters also need to be estimated), thus the accelerometers calibration parameter error estimation accuracy would be decreased obviously. Furthermore, the simulation results of the influence of turntable errors on the scale factors of gyros are shown in Figs. 11-12 . The five circles and ten circles rotation schemes are implemented. It can be seen that the scale factor error of gyros increases with the increase of turntable error and decreases with the increase of rotation cycle. In the 5-circles turning scheme, when the turntable error is less than 10 , the accuracy of the scale is less than 1 ppm, which will meet the need of high-precision INS calibration. Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the turntable error and the gyro installation error. It can be seen that the turntable error does not affect the gyro misalignment errors.
B. EXPERIMEMTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the hybrid calibration algorithm, two sets of high-precision optical gyros inertial navigation systems manufactured by our laboratory are calibrated. As shown in Fig.5 , the left one is the fiber optic gyros(FOG) inertial measurement unit, and the right one is the ring laser gyros (RLG) inertial measurement unit, wherein the RLG is adopting the 90 types, the FOG is selected as the 120 types, and the specifications of the two sets of optical gyros are shown in Table 3 . The calibration test uses a three-axis turntable (the angular position accuracy of the turntable is less than 5 arc seconds), and the turntable has no true north reference. The FOG IMU and the RLG IMU are mounted on the turntable as shown in Fig.6 . Before the calibration test, the IMU needs to be preheated for 1-2 hours. Because of the hybrid calibration scheme, there is no need to strictly align the IMU coordinate system with the turntable coordinate system, which will save a lot of experimental time.
The hybrid calibration test according to the test procedure of the previous section are performed, and the output data of the IMUs are collected at the same times. Both the traditional system-level calibration method and the proposed scheme are performed on FOG IMU and RLG IMU. The calibration results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . The scale factors error given in the table is the discrepancies by δS = (S h − S t ) /S h . It can be seen from Table 4 that the scale factors error of the two methods of FOG is about −7.58 parts per million (ppm), 6.61 ppm, and 5.74 ppm. Similarly, as can be seen from Table 5 , the scale factors error of the two methods of RLG is −4.000 ppm, −4.31 ppm and −8.70 ppm, respectively. Although this part of the scale factors error of gyros is not large, the navigation accuracy of the INS will seriously reduce for dynamic and long-time navigation conditions. The error of the other calibration results of the two methods is relatively small.
The results of the hybrid calibration for the accelerometers triad in the FOG IMU are shown in Fig.15-Fig.17 . The biases of the FOG triad are shown in Fig.18 . The calibration estimation curves of the accelerometers and the gyros biases of the RLG IMU are shown in Fig.19-Fig.22 , respectively. From these figures, it can be concluded that in the hybrid calibration scheme based on 24 dimensional Kalman filter, the accelerometers biases and misalignment error have converged to a stable value biases and all of accelerometers calibration results (listed in Tables 4 and 5) are very close to the traditional 30 dimensional system-level calibration results. This also verifies the effectiveness of the hybrid calibration scheme.
Because the real calibration parameters of the actual system are difficult to obtain, the navigation error is used to evaluate the hybrid calibration scheme quantitatively. The calibration results calculated by system-level method and hybrid method are substituted into the sensor error model, and then the pure inertial navigation solution is carried out. For adequate validation, the experiments in this paper include static test, high maneuvering swing test and dynamic test. In the static test, the inertial navigation system remains static for about 45 hours, and the position error of the pure inertial navigation solution of different calibration results is calculated. For the high maneuvering swing test, the rolling, pitching and yaw amplitudes of IMU are 40 • , 20 • and 15 • respectively. Furthermore, each swing is tested three times, and the swing process is maintained for about 1 minute. Then the collected calibration raw data are used for the dynamic test of SINS.
In order to verify the superiority of the optimal rotational mode calibration test in hybrid calibration, a high maneuvering swing test for RLG SINS is designed. In this experiment, the attitude of INS is only updated. To increase the maneuvering conditions, the swing experiments with different swing periods of 5s, 4s and 3s (each axis has the same swing period) are carried out. The statistical attitude errors are shown in Table 6 . For comparison, the static test navigation position errors of the two calibration methods are plotted on the same figure as shown in Fig. 23-Fig. 24 . Similarly, the position errors of the dynamic pure inertial navigation solutions of the Table 7 . The navigation position error of traditional system-level calibration method diverges rapidly with time, while that of hybrid calibration method diverges slowly with time. The hybrid calibration method can accurately calibrate the scale factor of gyroscope and reduce the navigation position error, especially under dynamic conditions. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper is proposed an improved hybrid calibration scheme for strap down inertial navigation system. In order to guarantee that the optimal calibration parameters, especially the gyros scale factors, an optimal rotation norm gyros calibration method combine the improved system-level calibration method are designed. The hybrid calibration has two mainly steps, accuracy gyros scale factors and misalignment matrix are determined by the rotation norm calibration method firstly and then the accelerometers scale factors, misalignment matrix, biases including gyros biases are estimated by system-level based 24-dimensional error state Kalman filter method.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by simulation experiments. Furthermore, by comparing the traditional system-level calibration method and hybrid calibration method of two sets of optical gyros inertial navigation systems with pure inertial navigation position error under static and dynamic conditions, the hybrid calibration scheme improves the positioning accuracy because the optimal rotation norm method can be more accurate calibrated the scale factors of gyros. In addition, the gyros calibration accuracy of hybrid calibration scheme is better than that of traditional system-level calibration scheme through high maneuvering swing experiment.
Although the RLG IMU and FOG IMU adopted in this paper for calibration experiment are highly precise, the proposed hybrid calibration scheme can be applied in low precise IMU, which will present widespread application values.
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